Memories of the 5th EAN CONGRESS - Oslo

The EAN Archive - Keeping the Past for the Future

The EAN Archivists
Klaus V. Toyka - Julia Mayer - Christian Krarup

The Venue - Oslo Congress Center Lillestrøm
5th EAN Congress Oslo - EAN-Booth and Meeting Areas - Points of Interest for all Delegates
“My vision for EAN sees us driving excellence in neurology together; to unleash research potential, empower international education and advocate state-of-the-art therapy for all.”

Franz Fazekas (MD, Prof, FEAN)  
President of the European Academy of Neurology

E. Moro - C. Bassetti - M. de Visser - Past and Interim President G. Deuschl

G. Deuschl - D. Leys - P. Boon - Y. Alekseenko
Programme Committee Chair T. Marson  
Speaker: Nobel Laureate Edvard Moser
Welcome Reception at the Congress Center  
Music - Food - Networking
5th EAN Congress Oslo - Symposia - Sessions - Posters - Teaching Courses - Scientific Theater

Presidential Symposium - Named Lectures: B. de Strooper - U. Dirnagl - P. Shaw
Overarching Theme Symposium

V. Gundersen - N.E. Gilhus - A. Vezzani - G. Stoll - L. Edvinsson
e - Book Neurological Examination
Turkish Edition
Eds. A. Elmali, A. Siva
5th EAN Congress - Sunday, June 30 - The EAN - associated Music Recital
Co-organized by K. Toyka, H. Cock, B. Toyka & F. Wild
Thank You to A. Sander and E. Taubøll
The EAN Board (from left)  D. Muresanu - M. de Visser - C. Bassetti - G. Deuschl - E. Moro - R. Soffietti - T. Marson - M. Vidailhet

The EAN Program Committee
The EAN Head Office Team
The EAN Board and Staff
END of the 5th EAN Congress in Oslo

Special thanks to the Local Organizing Committee and to the EAN Head Office

Good Bye – see you all in Paris in May 2020